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Abstract
For each n, we construct a simplicial complex whose k-dimensional faces are in one-to-
one correspondence with 2-stack sortable permutations of length n having k ascents.
 2002 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
1.1. Stack sorting and Eulerian polynomials
In what follows, permutations of length n will be called n-permutations. The
stack-sorting operation s can be defined on the set of all n-permutations as
follows. Let p = LnR be an n-permutation, with L and R respectively denoting
its subword before and after the maximal entry. Let s(p)= s(L)s(R)n, where L
and R are defined recursively by this same rule. For a nonrecursive, algorithmic
definition, or the origin of the notion see [8,12].
A permutation p is called t-stack sortable if st (p) is the identity permutation.
The stack-sorting operation, and 2-stack sortable permutations, were the subject
of numerous research efforts during the past decade, and connections between this
field and labeled trees [11], Young tableaux [7], and planar maps [5] have been
found.
The set of 1-stack sortable n-permutations is easy to characterize by the
following notion of pattern avoidance. Let q = (q1, q2, . . . , qk) be a k-permutation
and let p = (p1,p2, . . . , pn) be an n-permutation. We say that p contains a q-
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subsequence if there exists 1  iq1 < iq2 < · · · < iqk  n such that pi1 < pi2 <
· · ·< pik . We say that p avoids q if p contains no q-subsequence. For example,
p avoids 231 if it cannot be written as . . . , a, . . . , b, . . . c, . . . so that c < a < b.
It is easy to show [8,12] that a permutation is 1-stack sortable if and only if it
avoids the pattern 231. In particular, the number of 1-stack sortable permutations
is therefore Cn, the nth Catalan number.
The set of 2-stack sortable permutations is much more complex. For example,
it is not true that a subword of a 2-stack sortable permutation is always 2-stack
sortable; for 35241 is 2-stack sortable, while its substring 3241 is not. So in
general, t-stack sortability cannot be described by regular pattern avoidance.
Similarly, it is far more difficult to find a formula for the number W2(n) of these
permutations [5,11,13] than for that of 1-stack sortable ones.
One of the most revealing permutation statistics is that of the number of
descents, or equivalently, ascents. We say that i is a descent of the permutation p
if pi > pi+1. Similarly, we say that i is a ascent of the permutation p if pi < pi+1.
Let a(p) denote the number of ascents of p. Note that if p is an n-permutation,
then n − 1 − a(p) is equal to the number of descents of p. Two-stack sortable
permutations have been enumerated according to various parameters in [2].
The polynomialAn(x)=∑p∈Sn x1+a(p) is called the nth Eulerian polynomial
and has been the subject of numerous and deep research efforts with combina-
torial, algebraic and topological means. It has long been known that An(x) has
real zeros only (and therefore, it has unimodal and log-concave coefficients). As
all n-permutations are (n− 1)-stack sortable, the Eulerian polynomials An(x) are
special cases of the polynomials Wn,t (x)=∑k−10 Wt(n, k)xk+1, where Wt(n, k)
denotes the number of t-stack sortable n-permutations with k ascents. Indeed, if
we set t = n− 1, we get the Eulerian polynomials.
This suggests the following line of thinking. The polynomials Wn,t (x) are
generalizations of the Eulerian polynomials. Let us find out which properties
of the Eulerian polynomials are preserved by this generalization. Present author
has proved [1] that symmetry and unimodality of the coefficients is one of the
preserved properties. He also conjectures that the polynomials Wn,t (x) all have
real zeros only. In this paper, however, we. will study a property of a different
flavor.
1.2. Algebraic and topological background
In this subsection we are going to provide an almost completely self-contained
introduction to our tools. For definitions of the basic notions that are not included
here, see [3].
A simplicial complex is a collection of sets ∆ with the property that if E ∈∆,
and F ⊆ E, then F ∈ ∆. The sets that belong to the collection ∆ are called the
faces of ∆. If S ∈∆ has i elements, then we call S an (i − 1)-dimensional face.
The dimension of ∆ is, by definition, the dimension of its maximal faces. Now let
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fi be the number of i-dimensional faces of ∆. Then f (∆)= (f0, f1, . . . , fd−1)
is called the f -vector of ∆. Here d denotes the size of the largest face.
Recently, Gasharov constructively proved the following interesting result [6]
that has been proved before by Brenti [3] by other means, and discussed as a
special case of a more general setup (Coxeter groups, instead of just the symmetric
group) in [9].
Denote by [n] the set {1,2, . . . , n}.
Theorem 1.1. There exists a simplicial complex whose (k− 1)-dimensional faces
correspond to permutations of [n] with k descents.
This result is interesting in itself, but it also has an algebraic corollary. It
is known [10] that the vector (f0, f1, . . . , fd−i ) is the f -vector of a simplicial
complex only if {1, f0, f1, . . . , fd−1} is a Hilbert function. Therefore, the Eulerian
polynomials are Hilbert functions.
Gasharov’s constructive proof raises the following question. Is it true that
for any fixed n, there a simplicial complex whose (k − 1)-dimensional faces
correspond to t-stack sortable permutations of [n] with k descents (or ascents)?
In other words, are the polynomials Wn,t (x) Hilbert series?
In this paper we answer this question for each n in the affirmative for the easy
case of t = 1, and for the more interesting case of t = 2. This will hopefully
improve the still imperfect understanding of 2-stack sortable permutations. While
these questions could be answered in other ways, our proofs will be constructive.
In this case, this is an important difference. Indeed, the reason that makes a
different, computational approach possible when t = 1 or t = 2 is that there are
formulae [1,11], for the numbers W1(n, k), and W2(n, k). Once all these numbers
are known, there is a numerical sufficient and necessary condition [3,10] for them
to form the f -vector of a simplicial complex. However, if these numbers are not
known, as it is the case when t > 2, that approach will not work. Present author
conjectures that the answer to this question is in the affirmative for all t .
2. The case of t = 1
Theorem 2.1. There exists a simplicial complex S whose (k − 1)-dimensional
faces correspond to stack sortable permutations with k ascents.
Proof. As we mentioned, a permutation is stack sortable if and only if it avoids
the pattern 231. On the other hand, 231-avoiding n-permutations are in bijection
with northeastern lattice paths from (0,0) to (n,n) that never go above the main
diagonal. The following refinement of this fact is well-known, but we include it
for self-containment.
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Lemma 2.2. There is a bijection r from the set of 231-avoiding n-permutations
with k ascents onto that of NE lattice paths from (0,0) to (n,n) that never go
above the main diagonal and have k north-to-east turns.
Proof. Let p = p1p2 · · ·pn be a 231-avoiding n-permutation with k ascents. If
the entry n of p is not in the first position, then everything on the left of n must
be smaller than everything on the right of n. That is, if n = pi , then the string
p′ = p1p2 · · ·pi−1 forms a 231-avoiding permutation on [i − 1], while the string
p′′ = p1pi+1 · · ·pn forms a 231-avoiding permutation on {i, i + 1, . . . , n}. Thus
we can define r(p) = L as the lattice path that is a concatenation of L1 and L2,
where L1 = r(p′) and L2 = r(p′′) as defined recursively by this same algorithm.
(The path L1 goes from (0,0) to (i − 1, i− 1), while L2 goes from (i − 1, i − 1)
to (n,n).)
If n = p1, then the first step of r(p) = L is to the east, and the last step of
L is to the north. We still have to define the part of L that goes from (1,0) to
(n,n− 1). That part is set to be r(p2p3 · · ·pn), defined again recursively by this
same algorithm.
It is straightforward to check (by induction, or otherwise), that the map r we
constructed is a bijection with the desired property. ✷
Now the proof of Theorem 2.1 is straightforward. Take any northeastern lattice
path L that has k north-to-east turns. Denote t1, . . . , tk the positions of these turns.
Here the ti are points in N2, and t1 < · · · < tk in the usual (coordinate-wise)
ordering of N2.
For all i ∈ [k], let Li be the subdiagonal northeastern lattice path from (0,0)
to (n,n) whose only north-to-east turn is in position t1. We then define f (L) =
(L1,L2, . . . ,Lk). See Fig. 1 for an example.
It is clear that the set of its north-to-east turns completely determinesL, so f is
an injection. On the other hand, f is not a surjection onto the set of all ordered k-
tuples of subdiagonal NE paths from (0,0) to (n,n). Indeed, for (L1,L2, . . . ,Lk)
to have a preimage, all the k north-to-east turns contained in the Li must be in
different rows, and in different columns. Moreover, the subposet of N2 that is
induced by the elements t1, . . . , tk has to be a chain. In other words, if i < j , and
ti = (a, b), and tj = (c, d), then a < c and b < d have to hold.
We define L to be the set of all subdiagonal NE paths from (0,0) to (n,n)
having one NE turn. Let ∆1 be the simplicial complex of all ordered subsets
(L1,L2, . . . ,Lm) of L that have a preimage by f . Then the above discussion
shows that the (k − 1)-dimensional faces of this complex are precisely the
subdiagonal NE lattice paths (0,0) to (n,n) having k NE turns. ✷
We point out that the definition of simplicial complexes uses sets of nodes, not
k-tuples, or in other words, ordered sets. This did not cause a problem, however,
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Fig. 1. Decomposing a lattice path.
for each set of k NE turns could have at most one ordering that belonged to our
simplicial complex. This phenomenon will occur in the next section, too.
3. The case of t = 2
In this section, we prove the following analogue of Theorem 1.1 for 2-stack
sortable permutations.
Theorem 3.1. There exists a simplicial complex S whose (k − 1)-dimensional
faces correspond to stack 2-sortable permutations with k ascents.
In general, 2-stack sortable permutations turn out to be much more difficult
to handle than stack sortable permutations, and this particular problem is no
exception. The extra layer of difficulty lies in the representation of these
permutations by other objects. The representation we will use needs the following
definition.
Definition 3.2 [4,11]. A rooted plane tree with positive integer labels l(v) on each
of its nodes v is called a β(1,0)-tree if it satisfies the following conditions:
• if v is a leaf, then l(v)= 1,
• if v is the root and v1, v2, . . . , vk are its children, then l(v)=∑ki=1 l(vk),• if v is an internal node (that is, not the root, and not a leaf ), and v1, v2, . . . , vk
are its children, then l(v)
∑k
k=1 l(vk).
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Fig. 2. A β(1,0)-tree.
Note that this implies that no node can have a larger label than the total number
of its descendants. See Fig. 2 for an example.
The relevance of β(1,0)-trees to our problem is revealed by the following
theorem, which is quite difficult to prove.
Theorem 3.3 [4,11]. There exists a bijection b from the set of all β(1,0)-trees on
n+ 1 nodes onto that of all 2-stack sortable n-permutations so that if a β(1,0)-
tree T has k internal nodes, then b(k) has k ascents.
Denote Dβ(1,0)n+1,k the set of all β(1,0)-trees on n + 1 nodes having k internal
nodes. Our plan is as follows. To each β(1,0)-tree T ∈Dβ(1,0)n+1,k we will associate
a k-tuple (T1, T2, . . . , Tk) ∈ [Dβ(1,0)n+1,1 ] of β(1,0)-trees. Again, we will do it in an
injective way.
We have to specify the order in which we will treat the k internal nodes of T .
We define an order called postorder on the set of all nodes of T ; the restriction of
that order to the set of internal nodes will then tell us in which order to treat the
internal nodes.
Postorder is defined as follows. For every node V , first we read the subtrees
of the children of V from left to right, then V itself. The subtrees of the children
of V are read recursively, according to the same rule. This rule linearly orders all
nodes of T , and in particular, turns our set {V1, . . . , Vk} of internal nodes into the
k-tuple (V1, . . . , Vk) of internal nodes.
Let i ∈ [k] and let Vi be the ith internal node of our β(1,0)-tree T . Let Vi have
di descendents, excluding itself. Moreover, denote li the number of nodes of T
that precede Vi in the postorder reading of T . Similarly, denote by ri the nodes of
T follow Vi in the postorder reading of T .
Then we define Ti as the unique β(1,0)-tree with one internal node Zi so that
Zi has di descendants, and the root of Ti has li leaf-children on the left of Zi and
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Fig. 3. Decomposing a β(1,0)-tree.
ri leaf-children on the right of Zi . The only node whose label has to be defined is
the only internal node Zi , and we set labelTi (Zi)= labelT (Vi).
We show that we can indeed always set labelTi (Zi) = labelT (Vi), that is,
labelT (Vi) is never too big for the label of Zi . Indeed, Zi has di children, all
leafs, so any positive integer at most as large as di is a valid choice for the label
of Zi . On the other hand, Vi has di descendents in T , so labelT (Vi)  di , and
therefore labelT (Vi) is indeed a valid choice for labelT (Zi).
Now we define our decomposition map, h(T ) = (T1, T2, . . . , Tk). See Fig. 3
for an example of this map.
Lemma 3.4. The map h :Dβ(1,0)n+1,k →[Dβ(1,0)n+1,1 ]k defined by h(T )= (T1, T2, . . . , Tk)
is an injection.
Proof. We prove the statement by induction on k. If k = 1, then h is the identity
map, and the statement is true. Now assume we know the statement for k− 1. Let
T and T ′ be two elements of Dβ(1,0)n+1,k such that h(T )= h(T ′).
We will show that T = T ′. To achieve that goal, it is sufficient to prove that
T and T ′ are identical as unlabeled trees as the labels of their corresponding
internal nodes will automatically agree. Indeed, the label of the ith internal
node of T (respectively T ′) is equal to the label of the only internal node of Ti
(respectively T ′i ). As Ti = T ′i , our claim follows.
Consider T and T ′ as unlabeled trees. As h(T )= h(T ′), we have T1 = T ′1. By
the construction of h, this means that the leftmost internal nodes Vi and V ′1 of
T and T ′ agree in all parameters. In particular, they have the same number m of
descendents, and they both have the same number l of nodes, in addition to their
descendants, that precede them in postorder in their respective trees. (All such
nodes must necessarily be leaves.) As they were both the first internal nodes of
their respective trees in postorder, all their descendents were their children. Thus
the subtrees rooted at V1 and V ′1 were isomorphic. Let us call these subtrees U1
and U ′1.
Let us remove U1 from T1 (except for its root), and let us remove U ′1 from T ′1
(again, except for its root). Then V1 and V ′1 become leaves in the new, truncated
trees Ttr and T ′tr, that have both n−m nonroot nodes. In fact, V1 and V ′1 can be
identified as the (l + 1)st leaves from the left in Ttr and T ′tr.
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We claim that h(Ttr) = h(T ′tr). (Here, with a slight abuse of notation, we
identify h with the corresponding map defined on β(1,0)-trees with k−1 internal
nodes.) Indeed, our truncating procedure did not change the order of the internal
nodes. Moreover, h(Ttr) is an ordered set of k − 1 trees that are obtained from
the trees (T2, . . . , Tk) by simply omitting the first m leaves of each tree. Similarly,
h(T ′tr) is an ordered set of k− 1 trees that are obtained from the trees (T ′2, . . . , T ′k)
by omitting the first m leaves of each tree. As Ti = T ′i , our claim follows,
that is, h(Ttr) = h(T ′tr). That, however, implies by the induction hypothesis that
Ttr = T ′tr. Finally, the trees T (respectively T ′) can be obtained by appending U1
(respectively U ′1) to the (l+ 1)st leaf of Ttr (respectively h(T ′tr)). Since U1 and U ′1
are isomorphic, T = T ′ follows. ✷
Just as the map f of the previous section, the map h is not a surjection. Indeed,
for (T1, T2, . . . , Tk) to have a preimage, we must have l1 < l2 < · · ·< lk . This also
shows that again, k-tuples of β(1,0)-trees with one internal node, and k-element
sets of β(1,0)-trees with one internal node are equivalent for our purposes. If we
look at these objects as k-element sets, then the condition that l1 < l2 < · · ·< lk
becomes the condition that the integers l1, l2, . . . , lk are all different.
Proposition 3.5. If there exist a β(1,0)-tree T so that h(T ) = {T1, T2, . . . , Tk},
then for any subset I = {i1, i2, . . . , ij } ⊂ [k], there exists a β(1,0)-tree TI so that
h(TI )= {Ti1, Ti2 , . . . , Tij }.
Proof. It is clear that all integers li1 , li2, . . . , lij are different as even the integers
l1, l2, . . . , lk are all different. Let us relabel the elements of I so that they are in
increasing order. This gives us a j -tuple (Ti1 , Ti2, . . . , Tij ) of β(1,0)-trees with
one internal node.
Assume first that I has k−1 elements, with i being the missing element. Then
we construct TI from T as follows. Let Vi be the ith internal node of T . Remove
Vi from T , and connect all its children to the father Fi of Vi , preserving their
left-to-right order. Say the rightmost child of Vi was Ri . Now add Vi back to the
tree so that it is a child of Fi and it immediately follows Ri in the left-to-right list
of the children of Fi . Note that now Vi became a sibling of its former children,
and it became a leaf. Therefore, we have to change the label of Vi to 1, but we
do not have to change any other labels. Indeed, there is no other node who lost
descendants in this operation. (The only exception is when Vi was a child of the
root. In that case, we may have to change the label of the root, but that will not
cause any problems.) Call the β(1,0)-tree obtained this way TI . See Fig. 4 for an
example of this procedure.
It is straightforward, to verify that h(TI ) = (Ti1, Ti2 , . . . , Tik−1). Indeed, the
image trees Tix only depend on the parameters lix and dix , and those did not
change, with the exception of the one associated to the removed internal node.
In fact, the postorder lists of all nodes of T and TI agree.
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Fig. 4. Removing the Internal Node Vi .
If I has less than k − 1 elements, then we construct TI by iterating this
procedure. ✷
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Define ∆2 to be the simplicial complex of all k-tuples
(T1, T2, . . . , Tk) ∈ [Dβ(1,0)n+1,1 ]k for which there exists a T ∈ Dβ(1,0)n+1,k satisfying
h(T ) = (T1, T2, . . . , Tk). Proposition 3.5 shows that we indeed get a simplicial
complex this way. Lemma 3.4 shows that the k-dimensional faces of this complex
are in bijection with β(1,0)-trees on n + 1 nodes having k internal nodes,
and Theorem 3.3 shows that these trees are in bijection with 2-stack sortable
permutations with k ascents. ✷
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